Curriculum Map Year 2
Subject
Project Title

Term 1 and Term 2
Jurassic forest
Christmas Time! (4 weeks)
Hunt for Harry’s dinosaurs –
Paradise Park
Making decorations and preparing
Classroom

Term 3
Blast off!

End Celebration

Art gallery- sculptures
Christmas Play

Rocket launch – (science
experiment)

Trip to Hastings - for descriptive
writing
Sleeping in the tent- camping on
school grounds (overnight)

English

Books:
Harry and the bucketful of
Dinosaurs
Non-Chronological Reports
Writing a report about Harry’s
dinosaurs
Traditional Tales
Writing an adventure story for
Harry’s dinosaurs (with a happy
ending)

Book:
The First Hippo on the moon
Diary Entry
Sheila Hippo’s story – told
through a personal diary.

Books:
The Snail and the Whale
Poetry – shape
Describing the snail and whale using
expanded noun phrases and similes

Instructions
How to build a rocket (building a
rocket for Hercules Waldorf to
get off the moon)

Recount
From the point of view of the snail
– where did they go on their worldwide adventure?

Wow Starter

Term 4

Planetarium dome – research for
Sheila hippo (where should she
go in space?)

Term 5
Term 6
We’re all going on a summer holiday
Drusilla’s trip (animals around the
world)

Tyrannosaurus Drip
Diary Entry
Diary entry about Tyrannosaurus
drip escaping the T.Rex’s.
Poetry – repetitive phrase
To the style of ‘the wheels on the
bus’, but about dinosaurs.
Poetry – performing
(linked to dinosaur theme)
Spelling Key Words
After, again, any, bath, beautiful,
because, behind, both, break,
busy, child, children, Christmas,
class, climb, clothes, could, cold,
door, even, whole, who
Handwriting
Handwriting joins 1, 2 and 3 (see
handwriting plan) and putting into
words

Traditional Tales
Alternative version of the story
– from the point of view of
Hercules.
Non – Chronological Report
Writing a report about the
planets of the solar system
Poetry – performing
(linked to space theme)
Spelling Key Words
Every, everybody, eye, fast,
father, find, floor, gold, grass,
great, half, hold, hour, improve,
kind, last, many, mind, money,
most, wild, would
Handwriting
Handwriting join 4 (see
handwriting plan) and putting
into words

Poetry – language play
Poetry about the seaside using
onomatopoeia and similies
Instructions
How to make a risotto (linked to DT
theme).
Poetry – performing
(linked to geography theme)
Spelling Key Words
Move, Mr, Mrs, old, only, parents,
pass, past, path, people, plant, poor,
pretty, prove, should, steak, sugar,
sure, told, water
Handwriting
Practising joins in words

Science
Computing

Everyday Materials – making a
bag for fossil collecting
Digital literacy-e-safety
Technology in our lives-using it
safely- forums-wikis-cctv-traffic
lights-barcodes, online surveys.
Use email to exchange messages
between friends- know who you
are communicating with
Multimedia- using word to
present their written work
Underling- font size-font type

Geography

Contrasting locality in the UK/
Country outside of EU - Lyme
Regis/Patagonia

History

Significant people- Mary Anning
Book: Stone girl, bone girl
Poem: She sells sea shells

Plants
Writing programs to solve
problems- instructions to make
rocket blast off.
Espresso coding- unit 2a
Computer science instructions 1
Programming
Scratch- what shape wills this
draw? (forward 1 right 90
repeat 4)

Animals – including humans
Living things and their habitats
Espresso coding- computer science
instructions 2
Unit 2b
Handling data- collect and present
data using graphs- what do you like
to do at the seaside? Favourite
seaside games? (excell)

Name and locate the worlds 7
continents and 5 oceans.
Location of hot and cold areas of
the world in relation to the equator
and the north and south poles.
Great events in living memorymoon landing living memory
fashion from the 1960’s

Music

pitch and patterns

Composing – planets
Using ICT to record and
playback music
Creating music using music
software.

Pulse and rhythm

Singing- planet rap
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Design
Technology
Art

PE

Pupil voice

Judaism /Moses (adult Moses)
Prayer/advent/Angels/Christmas
story/Christingle
Moving mechanisms – make a
moving trolley for Harry to carry
his dinosaurs on
Sculpture
Collage
Drawing
Gymnastics

Being healthy and keeping safe

Environment

Sex and relationships

Community and diversity – looking
at different cultures around the
world
Creation story- different versions
from around the world.

The Torah
Judaism at home
Structures – make a shelter for
Hercules to live in on the moon

Food – national dishes

Artist study- Don Davis
Textiles- making space man
puppets
Dance (Space dance)

Swimming
Games

